June 2022

ebel Rabble
2022 is beginning to warm up. The grass is green, probably has even
been cut a few times by now. The docks are in the water, and the boat
hoists are on spot. All is ready for the sailing season to begin.
We hope that the 2022 season will be a safe and fun time for all.
Check the rigging and sails for any repairs needed and then get to it! Take
your neighbors out sailing, and share some food and soda or suds at the
lakes. Summers are fleeting here in the north, so don’t waste any of it!
In this edition of the Rabble comes more news of the 2022 Nationals
as well as some boat handling advice. So tune up and sail on!

In this edition:
- 2022 Nationals Info & Registration (pages 2 - 4)
- 2022 Nationals Sailing Instructions & Courses (pages 5 - 11)
- What’s Up Dock? - by Double Nickels (pages 12 - 15)
- 2022 Sailing Schedule (pages 15 - 16)
- For Sale Information (page 14)
- Association information (page 15)
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Save the Date!
2022 Rebel Nationals
Greenwood Lake, NJ (Awosting )
July 13— Arrival, measuring and welcome party
July 14-16—Racing, followed by awards

The Nationals are getting close, roughly a month and a half
away! Registration information, sailing instructions and course
information is just pages away. Early registration saves a few
bucks. And don’t let the course information scare you away…. I
plan to just follow my Dad (until the finish line…. LOL). But seriously, the Rebel Nationals are much more than a sailing competition, it is a family reunion! So let’s make the trip to New
Jersey and see our long lost family members, not seen since
2019 in most cases. That is way too long a time for family to be
apart!
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2022 Nationals:
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2457 E. Judd St.
Burton, MI 48529
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Phone: (810) 730-7138
www.windrider.com
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What’s Up Dock?

By – Double Nickels

Why is it that when landing at the dock, the forces of nature cease to influence the
situation? Leaving the dock most people paddle out against the wind, it just seems natural. But landing against the wind just isn’t possible… Or so it seems. Or landing downwind… why is it that we don’t take down the sails until the bow has a 6-inch divot (and/or
the dock)? For some reason the forces of nature that we utilized while sailing just don’t
apply to docking the boat? As we read this, it is pretty obvious that this statement is not
true… But it isn’t obvious on the water as we see people drifting by the destination, or
crashing into the destination. There are a few general observations that play a large part
in the problems and the poor decisions we make when attempting to dock the boat.
The first general observation is that people lose track of their position relative to
the destination, and they lose track of the wind conditions relative to the destination. A
few examples come to mind. We need our sails and at least some centerboard down to
sail upwind. So… If the dock is upwind from our location how do we expect to reach the
dock if we take the sails down and pull the centerboard all the way up? Those items were
sorely needed to reach the weather mark of the course… Why are the physics different to
reach the dock when the dock is upwind? That said… if the water is shallow we may not
be able to have our full centerboard down, but we need “some” centerboard to go upwind. But we take our sails down when we go into the dock… So we just “take our sails
down….” regardless of whether we actually need them to achieve the destination…. It’s a
habit or reflex that needs to be broken if we are landing upwind.
In addition to upwind bad habits of taking the sails down… the opposite can be
said for landing downwind. People are just cruising downwind toward the dock and expect the sail to come down in 0.5 seconds and the boat to stop 1.0 seconds later…. After
all sailboats have brakes just like cars. NOT!!! So why do we not take the sails down until
two boat lengths to the destination when there is ALWAYS a knot in the main halyard
when docking… just is a sailing truism. Why don’t we take the sails down well ahead and
drift in when downwind? But to make matters worse, if we do take the sails down then
we must not need any centerboard either, and so we pull the board up all the way and
then wonder why the boat won’t turn at the last moment.
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Again… even if shallow we need at least “some” centerboard down to steer as the boat
pivots about the centerboard.
The second general observation pairs with the first. We have this notion around
the docks that sails are “all or none”; the sails are up or the sails are down, no inbetween. And same for the centerboard; the board is up all the way up if the sails are
down, or the board is down all the way if the sails are up, no in-between. But a big part
of maintaining control for landing a sailboat is gaging the speed at which things happen
while still maintaining momentum at all times. Closing rates (speed) to the dock/hoist,
and stopping rates are key elements and need to be judged by the conditions accordingly. When we drive our cars the accelerator is not either at idle or on the floor (at
least for most of us lol), we apply gas pedal as needed, and likewise on average we
don’t just slam on the brakes. So why is the concept with a sailboat any different? Actually the concept shouldn’t be different, but it just looks different. When landing downwind if the wind is blowing 20 mph the boat will be drifting plenty fast… And so we
probably don’t need ANY sail…. Take the sails all the way down well in advance (even
many hundreds of yards away) when coming into the dock. Often in heavy wind, it is
advantageous to sail under the windward shore line for a bit of shelter to take the sails
part way down or fully down to prepare for a leeward landing. But if the wind is only 5
mph, maybe take the jib down all the way, but the mainsail could come half-way down
until closer to the destination, and then bring it down another quarter, and then all the
way down with a few boat lengths to go. We maintain a little momentum which helps
with steering but we slowly reduce the boat speed so we can stop. Stopping a car
doesn’t happen in an instant, we leave room to slow to a stop. Same concept with a
boat, reduce sail gradually, we don’t have to just drop them unless in heavy winds. The
boat weighs 700 pounds… plus crew weight…. Plus the anchor and the beer (if any is
left over)…. Overall the weight is well more than 1000 pounds generally. So how do we
stop 1000 pounds quickly? As many have learned the hard way… We don’t. And not
only can boats and docks get hurt but people can get hurt too trying to stop things. So
maintain some momentum to maintain steering, but control the speed and gradually
slow down to a stop by gradually reducing sail. Unless there is virtually no wind… the
boat won’t stop downwind if the sails are not down… because we effectively still have
the accelerator depressed.

Contrary to landing downwind though…. The harder the wind is blowing on an
upwind (or reach) to the destination the longer we must leave the sails up, and we may
not even take the sails down to land the boat. As difficult as the boat is to stop on the
downwind…. How fast does the boat stop when we point the boat directly into the
wind? On the race course it happens pretty fast, we get the boat “in irons” and the boat
starts drifting backward almost instantly. The same happens when landing upwind. So
for upwind landings, we may not have the centerboard fully down due to water depth,
but we likely need both sails up to “sail” to the destination. And once reached we can
take the sails down. Too often people “see the dock” and just start taking down the sails,
not observing that they are actually downwind of the destination and they take away
their propulsion by dropping the sails way too early. And like the upwind landing… if it is
a “reach”, pull the sails in “some”, not necessarily all the way just for maintaining momentum, not “speed” necessarily. Again it is all about control. In The Empire Strikes
Back, Yoda said it best; “You must maintain control”… And in sailing that control is momentum. Without some small amount of momentum the boat will not steer, but we’re
only looking to maintain steering, not going for speed. So landing upwind or reaching we
may have the sails trimmed enough to keep some momentum and then fully release the
sails at the last moment (a boat length or two sometimes) to slow and stop depending
on if we’re turning directly or mostly into the wind as we reach the destination.
A few other items to consider. Especially when coming into the hoist on the
downwind, at that last moment when we want to turn onto the hoist, likely this will be a
tight turn requiring us to push or pull the tiller hard over. So when we take the mainsail
down partially to limit our speed, we want to position the boom on the deck out to the
corner so that is it not in the way of pushing the tiller over. Position the boom outboard
and just “snug” the mainsheet so it can’t go off into the water, don’t leave the boom in
the center where it will be in the way of the tiller. On an upwind or reach to the landing
when the water is shallow, we may need most of the centerboard up to not drag the
lake bottom. To compensate for this we should allow the boat to heal over to leeward a
bit (or force the boat to heal leeward with our crew weight) which will effectively be digging the leeward side of the boat a little more into the water. This will add a little resistance in the water similar to the centerboard. Also allowing the boat to heal to leeward will dump more air from the top of the sail keeping the “drive” of the wind lower
to the water for control. So again we may start with the board down fully, then we may
pull it half up on approach, and another quarter up nearing the destination as the water
is shallow, but we may need to compensate for less centerboard by healing the boat to
leeward for better steering and then bring the board up fully only as we come onto the
hoist.
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The goal is to always get better…. If a landing doesn’t go right then analyze what
happened and learn from it. Did I take the sails down too soon because it was an upwind
landing? Did I take the sails down too late, or too slowly on the downwind landing? Did I
pull up too much centerboard too soon and the boat wouldn’t turn or was the boom in the
way of the tiller? Plan the landing before you land; don’t simply let the proximity to the
dock alone dictate when the sails come down per se… The wind direction and velocity related to the destination should always dictate when the sails come down, and how much
and how fast they come down. Remember it isn’t all-or-none; both sails can be trimmed
fully, partially or not at all. Mainsails can be partially down instead of completely down.
And most important: centerboards have to be down partially at all times in order to be
able to steer the boat because the boat “pivots” around the centerboard until we are on
the hoist. A sailboat simply has different tools than a car, but the concepts are the same:
“Park” the boat.
Happy landings!

2022 Rebel Sailing Calendar July 13-16: 2022 Rebel Nationals - Greenwood Lake, NJ
AWOSTING BOATHOUSE 29 LAKE AVE. HEWITT, NJ 07421
Contact Bill Selick bill.selick@gmail.com
September 10-11: Grand Rapids Yacht Club: Fall Invitational
740 Lakeside Dr
Grand Rapids, MI 49506
Contact: Mary Reif maryelainereif@gmail.com
September 17-18: Clark Lake Yacht Club: Fall Invitational
1860 Eagle Point Rd, Clarklake, MI 49234
Contact: Neil Robb neilerobb@gmail.com

Humo
Bring it on
2022!

September 24-25: (OFFICIAL) - Lake Fenton Sailing Club: Fall Invitational
2301 Sonora Dr. Fenton, MI 48430
Contact: Tim Nickels nickelstimothy@gmail.com
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Vermont Sailing Partners

For Sale —

See website for additional details and pictures:
(http://www.rebelsailor.com/BoatPart.html)

YOUR Partner in Rebel Sailing
"Championship sails for YOUR Rebel that are proudly made in the USA"
Contact Bill Fastiggi ~ 802-655-7245 ~ Bill@vtsailing.com

Visit us on line at www.vtsailing.com
Vermont Sailing Partners ~ 150 West Canal Street ~ Winooski, VT 05404

Advertising Rates
Includes Internet Listing
Issues
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50.00
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25.00

47.
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15.00

28.
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51.

Rebel For Sale—We intended to finish the boat a bit before putting it on the market, but are happy to see it go to a good home either way. Boat was owned by
family friends at the Jackson Clark Lake Yacht Club:
- Rigged for racing (I actually used to race against this boat)
- Needs new floors and lines
- Comes with an articulating trailer in solid shape
- Comes with four sets of sails ( Two are good, two are fair)
- $800/obo all in.
Tom Shaw Tom Shaw <tshawhome@gmail.com>
Posted Oct 24, 2021
Rebel For Sale—Ray Greene Rebel with sails and trailer.
Call Jason
734 358 9715
Located in Cheboygan MI
jason verleye <jasonverleye@gmail.com>

Cost
Full Page

I need to sell Minnie. Her number is #1562 a Ray Greene, mid 1950's, and not as rough as
many others I've seen purchased over the years. Her sails are perfect. The trailer is a
LONG. The mast had been kept indoors over the years, but she does need sanding and
paint. Floor boards are gone. Boat and trailer $750. Lori and Tom Ridington (Morgan's
kids)757-709-3426 Boat is still in Melfa VA. Chesapeake Bay area

Business Cards Ads for NRCA members will be
placed in four issues at a cost of $25.00. All Rebel boat
owners may advertise to sell their boats, boat parts, and
sails at no cost. Other items for sale by NRCA members
is $0.15 per word.
Advertisements are solicited for placement according to
the rates published in the Rabble. Ads for boats, parts,
and sails will be text only in the Rabble but photos are
welcome on the internet.
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Rebel Sailboat and Trailer - $1000 OBO (Washington, West Virginia)
16 ft. sloop daysailer. In good condition. Includes trailer. Ray Green 1956 model.
Fiberglass with wood trim.
Sail number 248 (rebel class).
Epoxy coated weighted steel centerboard. Recently replaced standing rigging from
Nickels boat works. Recently overhauled 2 ½ HP Suzuki motor. Custom fit 2piece canvas zippered cover plus a one-piece vinyl cover. Two full sets of sails and
a spinnaker. Cedar floor. Original wood tiller with epoxy coated rudder. Ohio
Registration expires March 1, 2024. Titles and registrations for both boat and trailer.
Contact: Richard at (304) 893-3322
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REBEL RABBLE
Official publication of the
National Rebel Class Association 2022
Fleet Captains

Commodore Mary Reif

Fleet 2

(616) 745-6808 maryelainereif@gmail.com
Vice Commodore

George McCarger

Clark Lake, MI

Vacant
Fleet 7

Grand Rapids, MI

Keith Councell 901/647-6726
keithcouncell@yahoo.com

mccargariiipc@gmail.com

Rear Commodore Brent Nowak

Fleet 21

brent.nowak@mac.com

Greenwood Lake, NJ

Bill Selick
Bill.Selick@gmail.com

Secretary/Treasurer Scott Wright
swrugbyref@gmail.com

Fleet 23

Rebel Rabble Editor Kevin Nickels

Des Plaines, IL

Jim Quiniff
jquiniff@gmail.com

(248) 634-1242 k5centz@comcast.net
Immediate Past Commodore Kevin Nickels
(248) 634-1242 k5centz@comcast.net

Fleet ##

Lake Fenton, MI

Tim Nickels
nickelstimothy@gmail.com

One Year Directors
Bill Selick, Greenwood Lake
Tim Nickels, Lake Fenton
Web-Skipper: Neil Robb
nerobb@mtu.edu

Jay Topping, Lake Fenton

Two Year Directors
Tammy Cole, Grand Rapids
Gabriela Councell, Grand Rapids
Website: www.rebelsailor.com
Facebook Page: Rebel Sailors—Past and Present
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